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The Colors of Autumn

Red like the apples on the apple tree,

Name: _____________________
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Black like the blackberries – pick some for me! 

Orange like the pumpkins, smooth and round, 
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Brown like the leaves resting on the ground. 

Purple like the clouds getting ready to rain, 

Brown like the leaves resting on the ground.Brown like the leaves resting on the ground.Brown like the leaves resting on the ground.Brown like the leaves resting on the ground.
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Grey like the raindrops swirling into the drain. 

Yellow like my rain boots – splashing is fun! 
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But something is missing.  Where ARE you, sun?
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Brown like the leaves resting on the ground. 

Purple like the clouds getting ready to rain, 

on the ground.
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Grey like the raindrops swirling into the drain.

Yellow like my rain boots – splashing is fun!
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The Colors of Autumn

Red like the apples on an apple tree 

Black like the blackberries – pick some for me! 

Orange like the pumpkins smooth and round, 

Brown like the leaves resting on the ground. 

Purple like the clouds getting ready to rain -  

Grey like the raindrops swirling into the drain. 

Yellow like my rain boots – splashing is fun! 

But something is missing – where ARE you, sun? 
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Here is a whimsical poem about some colors seen in 
Fall/Autumn. I have included a color copy in reader format, 

a b/w copy in reader format, and the poem on one page, 
which can be illustrated by the children.  

 
I add FREE items often.  Follow on TpT and Pinterest to get 

them as soon as they are listed. 
 

TeacherpayTeachers store         Pinterest 
 

If this activity download meets your expectations, I would 
be delighted if you would leave feedback here. 

 
Frames by Krista Wallden.  Graphics by Whimsy Clips and 

Educlips. 
 

Activity designed by ©KidSparkz 
 

More Fall activities and printables for early 
learners…
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